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Question1:-Choose the word nearest in meaning to the word 'LITURGY'
        A:-Prayer
        B:-Metal
        C:-Alloy
        D:-Lightning
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question2:-Choose the word nearest in meaning to the word 'MURK'
        A:-Sign
        B:-Grade
        C:-Darkness
        D:-Happy
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question3:-Choose the word nearest in meaning to the word 'PUCKA'
        A:-Picked
        B:-Substantial
        C:-Wrong
        D:-Really
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question4:-Choose the word nearest in meaning to the word 'INTRUDE'
        A:-Encroach
        B:-Expel
        C:-Speak
        D:-Interior
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question5:-Choose the word nearest in meaning to the word 'GRIEF'
        A:-Revenge
        B:-Brief
        C:-Regret
        D:-Repent
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question6:-Find out the correct preposition.  
Qn: I have resigned myself ________ my fate.
        A:-before



        B:-to
        C:-in
        D:-With
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question7:-Find out the correct preposition:- 
Qn: She inquired _____ her brother’s health
        A:-for
        B:-off
        C:-of
        D:-About
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question8:-Find out the correct preposition:-  
Qn: My cousin is engaged _______ Mr. Rao’s son.
        A:-to
        B:-with
        C:-about
        D:-Between
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question9:-Find out the correct preposition:-  
Qn: Raj lost his wallet which was full ______ money.
        A:-of
        B:-in
        C:-with
        D:-Among
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question10:-Find out the correct preposition:-  
My cousin Suni correspond _____ my friend in Mumbai regularly.
        A:-before
        B:-to
        C:-with
        D:-Through
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question11:-Choose the nearest one word from among the alternatives given:- 
A person who has not yet married
        A:-Widow
        B:-Widower
        C:-Bachelor
        D:-Youngster
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question12:-Choose the nearest one word from among the alternatives given :-  



A person solving crimes and finding out the guilty.
        A:-Detective
        B:-Prosecutor
        C:-Inspector
        D:-Invigilator
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question13:-Choose the nearest one word from among the alternatives given :- 
A young person who behaves in a violent way in public places.
        A:-Leader
        B:-Criminal
        C:-Coward
        D:-Hooligan
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question14:-Choose the nearest one word from among the alternatives given :- 
A board with a curved edge and a hole for the thumb, on which an artist mixes colours.
        A:-Canvas
        B:-Disc
        C:-Palette
        D:-Clipboard
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question15:-Choose the nearest one word from among the alternatives given :-  
The money paid to free somebody who has been captured by terrorists or criminals and kept Illegally as prisoner.
        A:-Bribery
        B:-Advance
        C:-Ransom
        D:-Dividend
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question16:-Fill up the sentence with the most appropriate words from the four choices given:-  
The Supreme Court on Wednesday _____ to “enquire, enquire and enquire “ till it gets to the root of allegations against the minister.
        A:-remarked
        B:-resolved
        C:-refused
        D:-Realised
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question17:-Fill up the sentence with the most appropriate words from the four choices given :-  
The forest officials ------------ a group of landless families.
        A:-dismissed
        B:-threw out
        C:-evicted
        D:-exonerated



        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question18:-Fill up the sentence with the most appropriate words from the four choices given :- 
Over 2.03 crore voters _____ their franchise in the Lok Sabha elections in the State.
        A:-exercised
        B:-put in
        C:-experienced
        D:-Decided
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question19:-Fill up the sentence with the most appropriate words from the four choices given :-  
Maharashtra Chief Minister Devendra Fadnavis has said his government is ready to probe the ___ inhuman treatment meted out.
        A:-alarming
        B:-utter
        C:-alleged
        D:-Admitted
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question20:-Fill up the sentence with the most appropriate words from the four choices given :- 
Although the polling was _____ from 7am to 6pm in some booths it had continued upto 11pm.
        A:-scheduled
        B:-charted
        C:-decided
        D:-Ordered
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question21:-Find out the word which is nearest to the opposite in meaning to the key word given in capitals :- FOREIGN
        A:-country
        B:-domestic
        C:-Indian
        D:-Nationalist
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question22:-Find out the word which is nearest to the opposite in meaning to the key word given in capitals :- EXTREME
        A:-moderate
        B:-nearest
        C:-passive
        D:-Inextreme
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question23:-Find out the word which is nearest to the opposite in meaning to the key word given in capitals :- APPROXIMATELY
        A:-mostly
        B:-largely
        C:-Proximately
        D:-Exactly



        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question24:-Find out the word which is nearest to the opposite in meaning to the key word given in capitals :- REPUBLIC
        A:-Democracy
        B:-monopoly
        C:-dictatorship
        D:-Secular
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question25:-Find out the word which is nearest to the opposite in meaning to the key word given in capitals :- ATTACH
        A:-Detach
        B:-Support
        C:-Defend
        D:-Attack
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question26:-Identify the meaning of the idiom or phrase from the choices given :- 
Be a cold fish
        A:-useless fellow
        B:-be a person who is distant and unfeeling.
        C:-be a person who has no guilty feeling
        D:-be a person who escapes all dangers
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question27:-Identify the meaning of the idiom or phrase from the choices given :- 
At odds
        A:-in dispute
        B:-total loss
        C:-Far away
        D:-of no use
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question28:-Identify the meaning of the idiom or phrase from the choices given :- 
See eye to eye
        A:-fall in love
        B:-be careful
        C:-examine carefully
        D:-to agree
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question29:-Identify the meaning of the idiom or phrase from the choices given :-  
Point blank
        A:-make clever statement
        B:-free of tension
        C:-clearly
        D:-Empty



        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question30:-Identify the meaning of the idiom or phrase from the choices given :- 
Pull a long face
        A:-to look sad
        B:-think deeply
        C:-face everyone with smile
        D:-Enjoy
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question31:-Choose the word correctly spelt :-
        A:-Darogatory
        B:-Derogatery
        C:-Derogatory
        D:-Derogetery
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question32:-Choose the word correctly spelt :-
        A:-Fraternity
        B:-Freternity
        C:-Fruternity
        D:-Fraturnity
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question33:-Choose the word correctly spelt :-
        A:-Simultaneously
        B:-Simultaniously
        C:-Simultaniousily
        D:-Simulteneously
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question34:-Choose the word correctly spelt :-
        A:-unpracedented
        B:-unpresidented
        C:-unpresedented
        D:-Unprecedented
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question35:-Choose the word correctly spelt :-
        A:-Comentary
        B:-Comantery
        C:-Commentary
        D:-Commentery
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question36:-Find out the incorrectly spelt word :-



        A:-abortion
        B:-abrod
        C:-access
        D:-Accept
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question37:-Find out the incorrectly spelt word :-
        A:-Celing
        B:-cease
        C:-caution
        D:-Cause
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question38:-Find out the incorrectly spelt word :-
        A:-Frigid
        B:-fodder
        C:-foam
        D:-Feoutus
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question39:-Find out the incorrectly spelt word :-
        A:-Inscrib
        B:-intrude
        C:-interim
        D:-Interval
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question40:-Find out the incorrectly spelt word :-
        A:-paradox
        B:-parable
        C:-parallal
        D:-parade
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question41:-A sentence is divided into four parts. Choose the incorrect part :-
        A:-You will be equally shocked
        B:-and disappointed to know
        C:-that I have
        D:-expelled from the team
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question42:-A sentence is divided into four parts. Choose the incorrect part :-
        A:-In a world where we are losing our
        B:-old values everyday, it has became
        C:-absolutely essential that moral values are inculcated



        D:-in children from the beginning
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question43:-A sentence is divided into four parts. Choose the incorrect part :-
        A:-Now I am grown up
        B:-and understand better where
        C:-I go down memory lane
        D:-and revisit my childhood
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question44:-A sentence is divided into four parts. Choose the incorrect part :-
        A:-I was thrilling to know that
        B:-you want to visit Mumbai
        C:-and attend class in
        D:-my school for a month
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question45:-A sentence is divided into four parts. Choose the incorrect part :-
        A:-The hunter was expecting
        B:-to face an old tiger who has
        C:-lost its capacity to hunt and had
        D:-lost his sharp teeth due to age
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question46:-Choose the substitute to the word or group of words in CAPITALS without changing the meaning of the sentence. If no correction is nee
The authority 'TURNED UP' the proposal that the company had submitted.
        A:-turned down
        B:-turned by
        C:-turned around
        D:-no error
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question47:-Choose the substitute to the word or group of words in CAPITALS without changing the meaning of the sentence. If no correction is nee
The director was very rude. They cannot 'PUT BY' his behaviour.
        A:-put down
        B:-put up with
        C:-put out
        D:-no error
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question48:-Choose the substitute to the word or group of words in CAPITALS without changing the meaning of the sentence. If no correction is nee
Rahul said,” We should always 'LOOK INTO' the meaning of new words in the dictionary.”
        A:-look over
        B:-look after
        C:-look up



        D:-no error
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question49:-Choose the substitute to the word or group of words in CAPITALS without changing the meaning of the sentence. If no correction is nee
The President of India 'WINDS UP' his African tour.
        A:-begins
        B:-ends
        C:-continues
        D:-no error
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question50:-Choose the substitute to the word or group of words in CAPITALS without changing the meaning of the sentence. If no correction is nee
Prakash 'ABANDONED' smoking two years ago.
        A:-gave up
        B:-got around
        C:-picked up
        D:-no error
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question51:-Pick out the most appropriate word from the choices to fill in the blanks to make the sentence complete :-  
His father _____ to him to be quiet and listen
        A:-gestured
        B:-gathered
        C:-bestowed
        D:-Replied
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question52:-Pick out the most appropriate word from the choices to fill in the blank to make the sentence complete:- 
_____ a shawl around himself, the farmer hurried out of the hut.
        A:-pasting
        B:-putting
        C:-wrapping
        D:-Winding
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question53:-Pick out the most appropriate word from the choices to fill in the blank to make the sentence complete:- 
A relative has been spreading ______ about you.
        A:-Demands
        B:-Descriptions
        C:-Rumours
        D:-Desires
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question54:-Pick out the most appropriate word from the choices to fill in the blank to make the sentence complete:- 
He was ______ on his decision
        A:-extraordinary



        B:-standing
        C:-adamant
        D:-Repeating
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question55:-Pick out the most appropriate word from the choices to fill in the blank to make the sentence complete:-  
The saving of certain wild animals from _______ has for many years been a problem.
        A:-declining
        B:-extinction
        C:-appearance
        D:-Death
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question56:-Read the passage and answer the question by choosing among the four alternatives given: 
     Computer can never be your teacher or your book. You have to read to know more. A computer will only give as much information as is fed into i
your doubts or queries. You need a book to know more, go beyond the limited information given by it. It doesn’t help in developing your critical or an
     A book is your own. There is a unique delight in owning it. You can look at the pictures again and again, read your favourite poems and stories ag
help when you are feeling lonely, they take you every where while you sit in an armchair. They evoke personal memories. Can a computer do that? 
you go and sit before a computer? How many computers do you have in your house to cater to everyone’s need? You may have to depend on so m
electricity, need of other family members. But books? You do not need anyone’s permission to read them. You do not have to share them also.  
     Scientists and doctors have been warning people against sitting before a computer for long hours. They affect posture, eyesight and general hea
taken anywhere, e.g., in the park and read even lying down.  
     Above all, computers are costly proposition. Books are cheaper and within everyone’s reach. Every school in India cannot afford computers or gi
them. Books are the only means to do so. Whatever we might say in praise of computers they can never replace a book. 
Qn:- While you sit in an armchair, what does the book do?
        A:-It tells you stories
        B:-It gives you information
        C:-It takes you everywhere
        D:-It informs you
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question57:-Read the passage and answer the question by choosing among the four alternatives given:-     
     Computer can never be your teacher or your book. You have to read to know more. A computer will only give as much information as is fed into i
your doubts or queries. You need a book to know more, go beyond the limited information given by it. It doesn’t help in developing your critical or an
     A book is your own. There is a unique delight in owning it. You can look at the pictures again and again, read your favourite poems and stories ag
help when you are feeling lonely, they take you every where while you sit in an armchair. They evoke personal memories. Can a computer do that? 
you go and sit before a computer? How many computers do you have in your house to cater to everyone’s need? You may have to depend on so m
electricity, need of other family members. But books? You do not need anyone’s permission to read them. You do not have to share them also.  
     Scientists and doctors have been warning people against sitting before a computer for long hours. They affect posture, eyesight and general hea
taken anywhere, e.g., in the park and read even lying down. 
    Above all, computers are costly proposition. Books are cheaper and within everyone’s reach. Every school in India cannot afford computers or giv
them. Books are the only means to do so. Whatever we might say in praise of computers they can never replace a book.  
Qn:- If you have a book of your own,
        A:-you can share



        B:-you save electricity
        C:-you can sit in an armchair
        D:-there is unique delight
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question58:-Read the passage and answer the question by choosing among the four alternatives given:-  
     Computer can never be your teacher or your book. You have to read to know more. A computer will only give as much information as is fed into i
your doubts or queries. You need a book to know more, go beyond the limited information given by it. It doesn’t help in developing your critical or an
     A book is your own. There is a unique delight in owning it. You can look at the pictures again and again, read your favourite poems and stories ag
help when you are feeling lonely, they take you every where while you sit in an armchair. They evoke personal memories. Can a computer do that? 
you go and sit before a computer? How many computers do you have in your house to cater to everyone’s need? You may have to depend on so m
electricity, need of other family members. But books? You do not need anyone’s permission to read them. You do not have to share them also.  
     Scientists and doctors have been warning people against sitting before a computer for long hours. They affect posture, eyesight and general hea
taken anywhere, e.g., in the park and read even lying down.  
     Above all, computers are costly proposition. Books are cheaper and within everyone’s reach. Every school in India cannot afford computers or gi
them. Books are the only means to do so. Whatever we might say in praise of computers they can never replace a book. 
Qn:- The writer of this passage is obviously
        A:-lover of book
        B:-lover of computer
        C:-lover of logical thinking
        D:-lover of health
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question59:-Read the passage and answer the question by choosing among the four alternatives given:- 
     Computer can never be your teacher or your book. You have to read to know more. A computer will only give as much information as is fed into i
your doubts or queries. You need a book to know more, go beyond the limited information given by it. It doesn’t help in developing your critical or an
     A book is your own. There is a unique delight in owning it. You can look at the pictures again and again, read your favourite poems and stories ag
help when you are feeling lonely, they take you every where while you sit in an armchair. They evoke personal memories. Can a computer do that? 
you go and sit before a computer? How many computers do you have in your house to cater to everyone’s need? You may have to depend on so m
electricity, need of other family members. But books? You do not need anyone’s permission to read them. You do not have to share them also.  
     Scientists and doctors have been warning people against sitting before a computer for long hours. They affect posture, eyesight and general hea
taken anywhere, e.g., in the park and read even lying down.  
     Above all, computers are costly proposition. Books are cheaper and within everyone’s reach. Every school in India cannot afford computers or gi
them. Books are the only means to do so. Whatever we might say in praise of computers they can never replace a book.  
Qn:- Find out a word from the passage that does mean “happy”.
        A:-favourite
        B:-delight
        C:-proposition
        D:-Unique
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question60:-Read the passage and answer the question by choosing among the four alternatives given:-    
    Computer can never be your teacher or your book. You have to read to know more. A computer will only give as much information as is fed into it
your doubts or queries. You need a book to know more, go beyond the limited information given by it. It doesn’t help in developing your critical or an



   A book is your own. There is a unique delight in owning it. You can look at the pictures again and again, read your favourite poems and stories aga
help when you are feeling lonely, they take you every where while you sit in an armchair. They evoke personal memories. Can a computer do that? 
you go and sit before a computer? How many computers do you have in your house to cater to everyone’s need? You may have to depend on so m
electricity, need of other family members. But books? You do not need anyone’s permission to read them. You do not have to share them also.  
    Scientists and doctors have been warning people against sitting before a computer for long hours. They affect posture, eyesight and general heal
taken anywhere, e.g., in the park and read even lying down.  
    Above all, computers are costly proposition. Books are cheaper and within everyone’s reach. Every school in India cannot afford computers or giv
them. Books are the only means to do so. Whatever we might say in praise of computers they can never replace a book.  
Qn:- What is the warning that comes from medical field regarding the overuse of computers.
        A:-Affects our physical structure
        B:-consumption of more electricity
        C:-It doesn’t help in developing analytical ability
        D:-a computer can never be a teacher.
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question61:-GST Rates are applicable
        A:-All over India
        B:-All over India except Jammu & Kashmir
        C:-None of the Above
        D:-Neither A nor B
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question62:-‘Vision India 2020’ is a book written by-
        A:-A.P.J. Abdul Kalam
        B:-I.K. Gujral
        C:-Narendra Modi
        D:-Shushil Kumar Shinde
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question63:-Green Revolution in India has been identified with
        A:-Dr. M.S. Swaminathan
        B:-Prof. U.R. Rao
        C:-Dr. Man Mohan Singh
        D:-None of the above
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question64:-Etymology is a study of-
        A:-Fungal disease
        B:-Insects
        C:-Glands
        D:-Origin and history of words
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question65:-The Indian Naval Academy is located at ………………………
        A:-Mumbai



        B:-Cochin
        C:-Goa
        D:-Vishakhapatnam
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question66:-The old name of the country Iran was
        A:-Malaya
        B:-Persia
        C:-Manchukuo
        D:-Mesopotamia
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question67:-Which country host 2020 Olympic Games?
        A:-Germany (Berlin)
        B:-Reo de Janeiro (Brazil)
        C:-Tokyo (Japan)
        D:-Australia (Sydney)
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question68:-Name the first woman lawyer to have been directly elevated from bar as a Judge of Supreme Court of India
        A:-Indu Malhotra
        B:-Bhanumathi
        C:-Fathima Beevi
        D:-None of the above
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question69:-Which is called ‘Red Planet’?
        A:-Jupiter
        B:-Saturn
        C:-Uranus
        D:-Mars
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question70:-What inspired the paintings of Ajanta?
        A:-Compassionate Buddha
        B:-Radha Krishna Leela
        C:-Jain Tirthankaras
        D:-Mahabharat encounters
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question71:-Which city was recently renamed ‘Prayagraj’?
        A:-Faizabad
        B:-Allahabad
        C:-Ahmadabad
        D:-Unnao



        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question72:-The Indian National song was composed by-
        A:-Rabindranath Tagore
        B:-Bankim Chandra Chatterji
        C:-Bal Gangadhar Tilak
        D:-Sarojini Naidu
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question73:-‘Indian House’ is located in-
        A:-New Delhi
        B:-Kolkata
        C:-London
        D:-New York
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question74:-Whose teachings inspired the French Revolution?
        A:-Locke
        B:-Rousseau
        C:-Hegel
        D:-Plato
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question75:-Who said, “ Man is a Social Animal”?
        A:-Plato
        B:-Aristotle
        C:-Rousseau
        D:-Socrates
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question76:-Which state irrigates largest percentage of land?
        A:-Haryana
        B:-Uttar Pradesh
        C:-Maharashtra
        D:-Punjab
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question77:-Which key is used to edit in MS Excel?
        A:-F3
        B:-F2
        C:-F1
        D:-F5
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question78:-Who is the first sports person among the below to have won Bharat Ratna Award?
        A:-Leander Paes



        B:-Abhinav Bhindra
        C:-Sachin Tendulkar
        D:-Susheel Kumar
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question79:-The idea of a Constituent Assembly was given by
        A:-Dr. Rajendra Prasad
        B:-M.N. Roy
        C:-B.R. Ambedkar
        D:-None of the above
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question80:-Immunity transferred from mother to foetus is ………….
        A:-Natural active immunity
        B:-Supernatural immunity
        C:-Natural passive immunity
        D:-Artificial immunity
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question81:-Section 66F of IT Act 2008 deals with
        A:-Cyber terrorism
        B:-Cyber stalking
        C:-Child pornography
        D:-Phisting
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question82:-Kolavipalam beach which is famous for Olive Rodley turtles is located in which district?
        A:-Kannur
        B:-Kozhikode
        C:-Alappuzha
        D:-Kollam
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question83:-Minamata disease is associated with the poisoning of
        A:-Bacteria
        B:-Mercury
        C:-Sulphur
        D:-Argun
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question84:-Carbon, Diamond, Graphite are together called
        A:-Allotropes
        B:-Isomers
        C:-Isomorphs
        D:-Isotopes



        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question85:-India’s first National Rail and Transport University is set up in
        A:-Chennai
        B:-Hyderabad
        C:-Nagpur
        D:-Vadodara
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question86:-Self-love
        A:-Mubism
        B:-Egotism
        C:-Mesmerism
        D:-Narcissism
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question87:-Which of the following nutrient is known as sunshine vitamin
        A:-Vitamin C
        B:-Vitamin K
        C:-Vitamin D
        D:-Vitamin A
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question88:-Which river is known as sorrow of Bihar
        A:-Damodar
        B:-Kosi
        C:-Brahmaputra
        D:-Yamuna
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question89:-Father of Local Self Government in India
        A:-Lord Rippon
        B:-Canning
        C:-Gandhiji
        D:-None of the above
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question90:-Who wrote the book ‘Wake up India’
        A:-Gandhiji
        B:-Jawaharlal Nehru
        C:-Dadabhai Naoroji
        D:-Annie Besant
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question91:-Computer hard disk was first introduced by
        A:-Apple



        B:-IBM
        C:-Dell
        D:-Microsoft
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question92:-Which of the following is a default word processor for MS Windows
        A:-Word pad
        B:-Note pad
        C:-MS Paint
        D:-MS Word
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question93:-The retirement age of High Court Judge is
        A:-60
        B:-58
        C:-62
        D:-65
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question94:-Who wrote the Malayalam patriotic song ‘Varika Varika Sahajare’
        A:-Amsi Narayan Pillai
        B:-Kumaranasan
        C:-G. Sankara Kurup
        D:-Vallathol
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question95:-The slogan ‘life line of a nation’ is related to
        A:-Indian Navy
        B:-Indian Air force
        C:-Indian Railways
        D:-None of the above
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question96:-Mount Abu is situated in
        A:-Madhya Pradesh
        B:-Punjab
        C:-Rajasthan
        D:-Karnataka
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question97:-The Indian Constitution Gandhian principles can be found in
        A:-Fundamental Rights
        B:-Fundamental Duties
        C:-Directive Principles of State Policy
        D:-None of the above



        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question98:-World Mental Health Day is on
        A:-October 10
        B:-November 17
        C:-June 1
        D:-December 11
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question99:-The first Indian lady to win an olympic medal is
        A:-Saina Nehwal
        B:-P.T. Usha
        C:-Sania Mirza
        D:-Karnam Malleshwari
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question100:-The zero population growth due to equal birth and death rates is called
        A:-Fertility rate
        B:-Replacement level
        C:-Natural increase
        D:-Demographic transition
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question101:-Which disease is known as ‘Christmas Disease’
        A:-Anemia
        B:-Hemophilia
        C:-Scurvy
        D:-Berry berry
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question102:-Which river of Kerala was once called as “English Channel in India”?
        A:-Kabani
        B:-Periyar
        C:-Mayyazhipuzha
        D:-Perar
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question103:-Disputes regarding the election of President and Vice-President are settled by
        A:-Supreme Court
        B:-High Court
        C:-District Court
        D:-None of the above
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question104:-Where is International Criminal Court situated
        A:-Vienna



        B:-Britain
        C:-China
        D:-Hague
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question105:-Who is the custodian of Indian Constitution
        A:-The President
        B:-Supreme Court
        C:-The Prime Minister
        D:-High Court
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question106:-The average attendance in a school for the first 4 days of the week is 30 and for the first 5 days of the week is 32.The attendance on t
……………?
        A:-30
        B:-40
        C:-35
        D:-45
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question107:-100,000-9898=……………….?
        A:-90102
        B:-99898
        C:-98989
        D:-90109
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question108:-What percentage of 156 is 39
        A:-20%
        B:-25%
        C:-30%
        D:-35%
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question109:-A man buys a toy for Rs 25 and sells it for 30. Find the gain percentage?
        A:-15%
        B:-20%
        C:-25%
        D:-30%
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question110:-In a shop 8 apples cost as much as 5 mangoes, 5 mangoes cost as much as 4 banana, 4 banana cost as much as 12 pomegranate. I
pomegranate is Rs 16. The cost of an apple is ……………..?
        A:-Rs 5
        B:-Rs 2



        C:-Rs 1
        D:-Rs 3
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question111:-Abhilash and Pramod started a business investing Rs 25000 and Rs 35000 respectively. Out of a total profit of Rs 10,000. Abhilash's s
        A:-4400
        B:-4167
        C:-4567
        D:-5500
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question112:-A train travel 60 Km per hour. How many meters will it travel in 4 minutes?
        A:-1000
        B:-2000
        C:-3000
        D:-4000
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question113:-10 girls can arrange all the books of college library in 8 days. In how many days can 8 girls arrange them ?
        A:-10 days
        B:-8 days
        C:-6 days
        D:-12 days
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question114:-Ratio of Aneesh's age to Aravind's age is equal to 4:5. Aneesh will be 30 years after 5 years. How old is Aravind now?
        A:-20
        B:-15
        C:-22
        D:-25
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question115:-Calculate the amount on Rs 4500 at 9 % interest per annum for 5 year ?
        A:-2000
        B:-2025
        C:-2250
        D:-2500
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question116:-Find the total number of days of the months January, February and March of the year 1996.
        A:-91
        B:-92
        C:-90
        D:-89
        Correct Answer:- Option-A



Question117:-If in a certain code WIND is coded as 3421, CHAIR is coded as 76549 what will be the code for INDIA?
        A:-42176
        B:-42154
        C:-42145
        D:-42149
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question118:-Appu walks 20 meter towards the east and turns right, and continue to walk for 20 meters after which he turns right and continues the 
meters. Again he turns right and continue to walk for 20 meters. How far he is away from his original place?
        A:-20 meters
        B:-40 meters
        C:-60 meters
        D:-0 meters
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question119:-Pointing to a man in a photograph, a woman said” this person is my grandfather’s only son” how is the woman related to the man in th
        A:-Brother
        B:-Father
        C:-Son
        D:-Cousin
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question120:-Among the five friends “A” is taller than B, B is taller than D, D is taller than E and smaller than B who among them is tallest?
        A:-A
        B:-B
        C:-C
        D:-D
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question121:-Lakshmi ranks eleventh from the top and tenth from the bottom in an examination. Then the total number of students who took the exa
        A:-19
        B:-20
        C:-21
        D:-22
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question122:-Four of the following are alike in a certain way and form a group. Find out the one which is different from the others.
        A:-Milk
        B:-Ghee
        C:-Curd
        D:-Butter
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question123:-Field hockey is related to India is the same way as cricket is related to
        A:-Sri lanka



        B:-Australia
        C:-South Africa
        D:-Pakistan
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question124:-Force is related to Newton then Current is related to
        A:-Joule
        B:-Pascal
        C:-Ampere
        D:-Degree
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question125:-Which of the number replace the question mark : 2,4,12,48,240, ?
        A:-480
        B:-980
        C:-1280
        D:-1440
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question126:-0.1x 0.01 x0.001 =
        A:-0.001
        B:-0.0001
        C:-0.00001
        D:-0.000001
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question127:-By selling a calculator for Rs.144 a man loses 10% . At what price should he sell it in order to get a gain of 20% ?
        A:-184
        B:-160
        C:-192
        D:-172
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question128:-What is the 60% of 60% of 100?
        A:-60
        B:-30
        C:-36
        D:-66
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question129:-One millimetre is equal to ____________ meter
        A:-0.001
        B:-0.01
        C:-0.1
        D:-0.0001



        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question130:-If 8x5=44 and 5x6=33, then what is 5x4?
        A:-20
        B:-22
        C:-21
        D:-23
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question131:-Which one of the following schools of jurisprudence laid emphasis on the question “How did law come to be”?
        A:-Analytical
        B:-Sociological
        C:-Historical
        D:-Philosophical
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question132:-Jurisprudence has been defined as the formal science of positive by
        A:-Salmond
        B:-Austin
        C:-Stone
        D:-Holland
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question133:-Who has the authority to call a joint sitting of the two Houses of Parliament
        A:-Prime Minister
        B:-President
        C:-Member of Lok Sabha
        D:-Member of Rajya Sabha
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question134:-Under which Chief Justice of India, the Constitution Bench described the basic structure of the constitution for the first time
        A:-Mr. Justice J.M. Shelat
        B:-Mr. Justice J.S. Verma
        C:-Mr. Justice Sikri
        D:-Mr. Justice K.V. Chandrachud
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question135:-Which constitutional article provides personal immunity for President and Governors for official act?
        A:-Article 365
        B:-Article 366
        C:-Article 361
        D:-Article 368
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question136:-Which constitutional article defines law declared by Supreme Court to be binding on all courts?
        A:-Article 141



        B:-Article 142
        C:-Article 143
        D:-Article 144
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question137:-Which constitutional article lays down the provision for a National Commission for Scheduled Caste?
        A:-Article 337
        B:-Article 334
        C:-Article 338
        D:-Article 339
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question138:-International Day of Peace was observed on
        A:-September 21
        B:-September 25
        C:-September 15
        D:-September 5
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question139:-‘Acceptance is to an offer is what a lighted match is to a train of gun powder’. This principle was propounded by
        A:-Pollock and Mulla
        B:-Friedman
        C:-Chesire and Fifoot
        D:-Sir William Ansoon
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question140:-Good displayed in a shop window with price label will amount to
        A:-Offer
        B:-Acceptance of offer
        C:-Invitation to offer
        D:-Counter offer
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question141:-When the consent to an agreement is obtained by undue influence, the agreement is voidable at the option of
        A:-Either of the parties to the agreement
        B:-A party whose consent is obtained
        C:-A party who obtained the consent
        D:-None of the above
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question142:-A contract can be discharged by
        A:-Mutual agreement and performance
        B:-Lapse of time and operation of law
        C:-Breach of contract
        D:-All of these



        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question143:-A contract with resident of an enemy country is
        A:-Illegal
        B:-Void
        C:-Valid
        D:-Voidable
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question144:-A minor’s estate is liable for the ………………… supplied to him
        A:-Luxuries
        B:-Savouries
        C:-Necessaries
        D:-All the things
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question145:-If an Indian citizen commits any offence out of India, he
        A:-Cannot be prosecuted in India, as the act was not committed in India
        B:-Can be prosecuted in the country where the offence was committed
        C:-Can be prosecuted in India in any place in which he may be found
        D:-None of these
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question146:-In which of the following the right of private defence do not extend to cause death of the offender?
        A:-Rape
        B:-Causing miscarriage
        C:-Gratifying unnatural lust
        D:-Kidnapping
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question147:-Robbery is an aggravated form of
        A:-Theft
        B:-Extortion
        C:-Either theft or extortion
        D:-Either theft or extortion or of both
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question148:-Which of the following is an offence which is punishable in four stages
        A:-Robbery
        B:-Dacoity
        C:-Murder
        D:-Rape
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question149:-Minimum number of persons required to commit an affray is
        A:-Five



        B:-Two
        C:-Ten
        D:-Eleven
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question150:-Nothing is an offence which is done by a child under
        A:-Eight years of age
        B:-Ten years of age
        C:-Seven years of age
        D:-Twelve years of age
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question151:-How many types of punishments have been prescribed under the Indian Penal Code?
        A:-Three
        B:-Six
        C:-Five
        D:-Four
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question152:-Dishonesty has been defined as doing anything with intention to cause wrongful gain to one person and wrongful loss to another unde
        A:-Section 21
        B:-Section 23
        C:-Section 24
        D:-Section 25
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question153:-TMA Pai Foundation Case (2002) 8 SCC 481 was a ……………?
        A:-9 Judge Bench Judgment
        B:-11 Judge Bench Judgment
        C:-5 Judge Bench Judgment
        D:-7 Judge Bench Judgment
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question154:-If I was asked to name any particular Article in this Constitution as the most important- an article without which this Constitution would
not refer to any other article except this one. It is the very soul of the Constitution and very heart of it and I am glad that the House has realized its im
statement of ………?
        A:-Dr. B.R. Ambedkar about Article 21
        B:-Dr. B.R. Ambedkar about Article 14
        C:-Dr. B.R. Ambedkar about Article 32
        D:-Dr. B.R. Ambedkar about Article 19
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question155:-In which of the judgment Hon’ble Supreme Court held that judicial review is itself the basic feature of the Constitution.
        A:-Coelho v. State of TN, AIR 2007 SC 861
        B:-Minerva Mills Ltd. v. Union of India, AIR 1980 SC 1789



        C:-Chandra Kumar v. Union of India, AIR 1997 SC 1125
        D:-All the above are correct
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question156:-In which of the following, judgment was delivered by Justice V.R. Krishna Iyer?
        A:-Maneka Gandhi v. Union of India
        B:-Akhil Bharatiya Karmachari Sungh v. Union of India
        C:-Both A and B
        D:-Neither A nor B
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question157:-Which of the following statement is true? The guaranteed right under Art. 32 itself may be suspended by a presidential order under
        A:-Article 358(1)
        B:-Article 359 (1)
        C:-Article 357 (1)
        D:-Article 356 (1)
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question158:-Additional District Magistrate, Jabalpur v. S.S. Shukla judgment was delivered by …..?
        A:-Chief Justice Sikri
        B:-Chief Justice Bhagavathi
        C:-Chief Justice Chandrachud
        D:-Chief Justice A.N. Ray
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question159:-The constitutionality of the Anti-Defection law has been upheld by the Supreme Court in the case of:
        A:-S R Bommai v. Union of India
        B:-KihotaHollohon v. Zachilhu
        C:-Keshav Singh v. Speaker
        D:-S P Gupta v. Union of India
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question160:-The provision in the Constitution regulating criminal appeals to Supreme Court
        A:-Article 136
        B:-Article 141
        C:-Article 134
        D:-Article 132
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question161:-The President of India is to appoint a person to be the Attorney General for India who is qualified to be appointed as
        A:-High Court Judge
        B:-Supreme Court Judge
        C:-Either (A) or (B)
        D:-Member of Parliament
        Correct Answer:- Option-B



Question162:-Which is the constitutional provision relevant for solving questions of repugnancy between a Central law and a State law?
        A:-Article 254
        B:-Article 234
        C:-Article 245
        D:-Article 243
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question163:-In which case the Supreme Court laid down that the creamy layer has to be excluded from the backward class?
        A:-M R Balaji v. State of Mysore
        B:-Valsamma Paul v. Cochin University
        C:-IndraSawhney v. Union of India
        D:-Inder Singh v. State of Rajasthan
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question164:-Article 19(1)(b) guarantees to the citizens of India the right to:
        A:-Speech and expression
        B:-Form association
        C:-Trade and profession
        D:-Assemble peacefully and without arms
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question165:-Which Schedule of the Constitution deals with the administration and control of Scheduled Areas and Scheduled Tribes?
        A:-7th Schedule
        B:-6th Schedule
        C:-5th Schedule
        D:-4th Schedule
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question166:-Who makes rules to determine the conditions of service and tenure of office of the Election Commissioners?
        A:-President subject to the law made by the Parliament
        B:-President subject to the law made by LokSabha
        C:-Parliament subject to the control of President
        D:-Speaker
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question167:-The original jurisdiction of the Supreme Court is stated under:
        A:-Article 141
        B:-Article 131
        C:-Article 231
        D:-Article 226
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question168:-The Parliament has power to legislate with respect to a matter in the State list in the national interest if the resolution is supported by:
        A:-Two third members of Council of States
        B:-One third members of Council of States
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        C:-Half of the members of Council of States
        D:-Both houses of the Parliament
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question169:-The power of Parliament to make any law with respect to matters not enumerated in the Concurrent List or State List is:
        A:-Extra territorial power
        B:-Concurrent power
        C:-Legislative power
        D:-Residuary power
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question170:-The Chairperson of the National Commission for Scheduled Caste is appointed by the President by:
        A:-Notice
        B:-Warrant
        C:-Oath
        D:-Either of the above
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question171:-Which House of the Parliament prefers charge for impeachment of the President?
        A:-House of People
        B:-Council of States
        C:-Either House of Parliament
        D:-Both Houses of Parliament
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question172:-A retired judge of a High Court cannot:
        A:-Practice in the Supreme Court
        B:-Practice in any High Court in India
        C:-Practice in any court except Supreme Court and other High Court
        D:-Practice in any court in India
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question173:-From where did the makers of the Indian Constitution derive the “Parliamentary structure of the Government”?
        A:-Britain
        B:-United States of America
        C:-Ireland
        D:-None of the above
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question174:-The words, ‘except according to procedure established by law’ in Article 21 of the Constitution of India were borrowed by the framers f
of
        A:-Japan
        B:-USA
        C:-Russia
        D:-None of the above



        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question175:-The Preamble of the Constitution was prepared by:
        A:-Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru
        B:-Sardar Patel
        C:-Mahatma Gandhi
        D:-Subhash Chandra Bose
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question176:-On which among the following days the Constitution was adopted by the Constituent Assembly?
        A:-26 April, 1950
        B:-26 March, 1950
        C:-26 November, 1949
        D:-26 January, 1950
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question177:-The Indian Constitution does not follow the model of the Constitution of
        A:-U.K
        B:-USA
        C:-China
        D:-Ireland
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question178:-We borrowed the Concept of Fundamental Duties from the:
        A:-American Constitution
        B:-Irish Constitution
        C:-Canadian Constitution
        D:-USSR Constitution
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question179:-The terms ‘secular’, ‘integrity’ and ‘socialist’ were added to the preamble in
        A:-1979
        B:-1977
        C:-1976
        D:-1975
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question180:-Which of the following pairs is correct regarding the sources of the Constitution of India?
        A:-Republic-Constitution of France
        B:-Powers of Supreme Court – American Constitution
        C:-Rule of law –British Constitution
        D:-All are correct
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question181:-Under which of the following Article, laws inconsistent or abridging fundamental rights are declared void?
        A:-Article 12



        B:-Article 13
        C:-Article 11
        D:-Article 21
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question182:-Prohibition of discrimination on grounds of religion, etc, under Article 15 of the Constitution of India is a Fundamental Right classifiable
        A:-The Right to Freedom of Religion
        B:-The Right against Exploitation
        C:-The Cultural and Educational Rights
        D:-The Right to Equality
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question183:-Article 15 of the Constitution of India shall not prevent the state from making any special provision for
        A:-Women and children
        B:-Socially and educationally backward classes of citizens
        C:-Scheduled castes and the scheduled tribes
        D:-All of the above
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question184:-Which of the following Article was introduced by the Constitution (Ninety-third Amendment) Act, 2005?
        A:-15(3)
        B:-15(2)
        C:-15(4)
        D:-15(5)
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question185:-“Equality of opportunity in matters of public employment” is provided under Article
        A:-14
        B:-15
        C:-16
        D:-17
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question186:-How many categories of freedom an Indian citizen shall have under Article 19 of the Constitution of India at present?
        A:-6
        B:-7
        C:-8
        D:-9
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question187:-No person can be employed in factories or mines unless he is above the age of:
        A:-12 years
        B:-14 years
        C:-18 years
        D:-20 years



        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question188:-Rights relating to freedom of religion are contained in:
        A:-Articles 25 to 30
        B:-Articles 26 to 30
        C:-Articles 25 to 28
        D:-Articles 25 to 31
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question189:-No citizen shall be denied admission into any educational institution maintained by the State or receiving aid out of State funds on gro
caste, language, or any of them”. This is provided in Article ………….. of the Constitution of India.
        A:-29(1)
        B:-29(2)
        C:-29(3)
        D:-30(1)
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question190:-Uniform civil code is applicable in which of the following states
        A:-Nagaland
        B:-Goa
        C:-Maharashtra
        D:-Jammu & Kashmir
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question191:-LEGAL PRINCIPLE : Whoever, intending to take dishonestly a movable property out of the possession of any person without that pers
that property, is said to commit theft. Whoever commits theft, shall be punished with imprisonment which may extend to three years or with fine or w
FACTUAL SITUATION : Hari sees a cell phone belonging to Ram lying on the table in Ram’s house. Hari hides the cell phone in Ram’s house in suc
Ram could not find it ever, due to the fear of immediate search and detection. Hari did this with the intention of taking away the cell phone from the h
Ram forgets about it and then sell it away. 
QUESTION : Is Hari guilty of theft?
        A:-Yes
        B:-No, because he merely played a prank with the friend.
        C:-Yes, because Hari did not inform Ram about the place where he had hidden the cell phone
        D:-Yes, because Hari intended to take the movable property from Ram’s possession and with this intention he moved the property.
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question192:-LEGAL PRINCIPLE: A person is guilty of cheating, when he fraudulently induces another person to deliver the latter’s property to him
FACTUAL SITUATION : A falsely represented to B, a shop-owner that he was an officer from the Commercial Tax Department. While examining the
shop, A showed interest in buying a microwave oven on instalment basis. B readily agreed with the hope that he would get a favourable assessmen
tax liability. A paid the first instalment, took the Microwave oven and disappeared from the scene. The police, however, managed to catch hold of A a
cheating.
        A:-A committed cheating, because he induced B to part with the Microwave oven, posing as though he was from the Commercial Taxes Depart
        B:-A committed cheating, because he did not pay the subsequent installment.
        C:-A did not commit cheating, because B handed over the article in order to get a favourable assessment from A.
        D:-None of the above



        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question193:-LEGAL PRINCIPLE 1: Mischief is an injury to property with the intention of causing wrongful loss to any person or public. 
LEGAL PRINCIPLE 2: The person to whom the wrongful loss is caused by mischief need not be the owner of the property himself.  
FACTUAL SITUATION: A has leased his house to B for 5 years. After one year A feels the need for the house and requests B to vacate the house, b
order to get B to vacate the house, cause fire to it, but B with the help of the neighbours quickly extinguishes the fire before it could really damage th
        A:-A is guilty of mischief
        B:-A cannot be guilty of causing mischief
        C:-A is not guilty of mischief as there was no damage
        D:-None of the above
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question194:-LEGAL PRINCIPLE: A parent is not liable for a tort committed by his/her child except when the parent affords the child an opportunity
FACTUAL SITUATION : A mother takes her 7 years old son with her to market. On reaching the market she shuts the car ignition, pulls the handbra
gear. She leaves her son in the car only. The child starts playing with the car, he releases the brakes and pushes the gear lever to neutral. As a resu
moving down the road and runs down a pedestrian. 
QUESTION : What is the liability of the mother?
        A:-The Mother is not liable because she took great care to ensure that the car would remain stationary
        B:-The Mother is liable because she was negligent
        C:-The son is liable because his action caused accident
        D:-the pedestrian is liable as he should have been careful while walking on the road
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question195:-LEGAL PRINCIPLE 1: Acceptance of an offer is complete when the acceptance is put into the course of transmission so as to be out 
acceptor. 
LEGAL PRINCIPLE 2: Acceptance once completed makes the agreement binding on both the parties. 
FACTUAL SITUATION : A accepts to buy B’s offer of his motor car for Rs. 4 Lakh. The acceptance was put into e-mail. Unfortunately, when the e-m
distortions as a result of which B is not in a position to really read what A has written.
        A:-Both the parties are bound to perform their part of the agreement.
        B:-Nobody is bound to perform the agreement
        C:-A is bound to perform the agreement but not B
        D:-B is bound to perform the agreement but not A
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question196:-LEGAL PRINCIPLE: A contract is an agreement which the law will enforce. All agreements are contracts if they are made with free co
competent to contract for a lawful consideration and with a lawful object. 
FACTUAL SITUATION : Sohan, a young man of 32 years without any consideration agrees to give Mohan Rs. 10,000. Sohan fails to fulfil his promis
Sohan for the amount.
        A:-Mohan will succeed as Sohan made the promise of his own free will
        B:-Mohan will fail as the agreement is without consideration
        C:-Mohan will succeed as Sohan has the capacity to make the contract
        D:-Mohan will succeed as the money is not being for any illegal object
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question197:-LEGAL PRINCIPLE: An agreement is enforceable at law if parties competent to contract enter into it with free consent, for considerati



not contrary to law and against public policy. FACTUAL SITUATION : A, a boy of 16 years entered into an agreement to sell his flat at Bandra for a s
father is very annoyed with A at the transaction and does not allow delivery. The buyer files a suit for a specific performance.
        A:-The buyer will obtain relief because A freely entered into the contract
        B:-The buyer will obtain relief because the agreement is with consideration
        C:-The buyer will not succeed because A’s father does not approve of the contract
        D:-The buyer will not succeed because A is below 18 years of age.
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question198:-LEGAL PRINCIPLE: Contingent contract to do or not to do anything if an uncertain future event happens, cannot be enforced by law u
happened. If the event becomes impossible such contracts become void.  
FACTUAL SITUATION : ‘A’ bought a car from ‘B’ and promised that if the car did not have any accident within one year, he would give Rs. 5,000 mo
Is the contract valid?
        A:-If the car does not commit any accident it is a valid contract
        B:-It is a valid contract even if the car commits an accident
        C:-It is an invalid contract even if the car commits an accident or not
        D:-None of the above
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question199:-LEGAL PRINCIPLE: Capital punishment should not be awarded to an accused of murder cases as it is called “The murder by State “it
abolition of capital punishment dates back at least to the early period of 20th century by enlightened liberals. The human society continues to be con
the State could not afford to do so. The police firing on unarmed crowds is a more gruesome form of murder by the State.  
FACTUAL SITUATION : A, a police officer fired on B with his office pistol, thinking that B was a wanted criminal in five murder cases. But B was an i
elite society having his own export company of international repute. 
DECISION:
        A:-A cannot be strictly prosecuted with the capital punishment as it is called “murder by state”.
        B:-A can be prosecuted with capital punishment as it has not been abolished by the Parliament or State Legislatures in India.
        C:-A cannot be prosecuted as it has deterrently effected to the criminals and the rate of murder cases have been tremendously reduced in Indi
        D:-A cannot be prosecuted with capital punishment as the death sentence or capital punishment is illegal and unsocial has been declared by th
State Legislatures in India.
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question200:-LEGAL PRINCIPLE: The doctrine of basic structure in Constitutional jurisprudence means that the Constitution of India has certain ba
cannot be taken away through amendments by the Parliament. The power of judicial review is a part of the basic structure and it helps the constituti
determine whether an amendment is against the basic structure or not.  
FACTUAL SITUATION : Parliament proposes an amendment to limit the power of appeal against conviction for the offence of Sedition, to be exercis
Supreme Court of India.
        A:-The proposed amendment is against the doctrine of basic structure
        B:-The proposed amendment is unconnected to the doctrine of basic structure
        C:-The proposed amendment can be reviewed and struck down by the Constitutional Courts
        D:-The proposed amendments is beyond the power of the Parliament
        Correct Answer:- Option-C


